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DESIGN FEATURES A 
FUSION OF POP ART WITH 

MICHELANGLO

Home is a canvas for your personal sanctuary for you, family, friends, work and sim-
ple reflection. Amid a retro space that’s a classic design featuring a fusion of pop
art with Michelangelo, Lichi combines architectural elements with touches of color

and opulence, which tie into your home with a timeless approach including personal heir-
looms and memories. Lichi focuses on designing each home uniquely – one-of-a-kind rather
than sticking to a standard style. In her retro-designed home, she adds the original pop art-
work over the living room sofa by artist, Adam Lichi. 
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Today’s kitchen has become the center of the home for culinary delights, family, socializing and even working with
your laptop and notepad. “The kitchen has become the heart of the home because it’s the first place we gravitate
towards when we’re entering our home and ultimately where we relax and group our conversations for all types of
social and family entertainment,” says Perla Lichi, CEO of Perla Lichi Design. 

With the recent home-bound lockdown, many of us have found new things we miss and enjoy about our home and
things that need to be updated. While many things will forever be changed -- a lot of new lifestyle habits formed for

the future of our homes. In today’s transition of “being home” as a comfort-
able experience plus a future path. Renovations of current homes are becom-
ing a large part of today with being at home more frequently today.  

More features are required for your kitchen today. This includes counter
height seating for 8-10 with a comfortable ambiance including a touch of
color with accessories and other items. These items can work fluently into
subtle white and grey easy to maintain countertop surfaces and cabinetry. This
clean-line approach includes adding a key touch of décor lighting which
brings a warm yet designer-friendly ambiance to a space which will be used
more now than ever. 

With today’s new circumstances, many have decided to renovate their homes
with new looks. Time spent in homes today and as we move forward will be
substantially greater than ever before. Therefore, creating a space with all the
important comforts is important. This includes all-new kitchen & bathrooms;
overall new look which meets today’s tastes; Outdoor escapes such as patio,
pool, gazebos and other forms of utilizing the home both indoor-outdoor; cre-
ating additional rooms for work-at-home, gym-fitness centers, organization,
hobbies and more.
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Our bedrooms have also become
the center of comfort – with
walk-in closets including organi-
zational systems and storage
areas, which are easy to locate
your ready-to-wear clothing and
keepsakes.

Additionally, adding a touch of
color from the living spaces into
our bedrooms are a great way of
tying in the splash for consis-
tency. From the bathroom with a
white space and glass shower
door to bedroom with glamor,
today’s home is something we
see as our daily space therefore
signature timeless classic design
with an edge of personality is
even more important than ever.
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